Abstract-Wireless sensor networks have been widely used for ambient data collection in diverse environments. While in many such networks the nodes are randomly deployed in massive quantity, there is a broad range of applications advocating manual deployment. A typical example is structure health monitoring, where the sensors have to be placed at critical locations to fulfill civil engineering requirements. The raw data collected by the sensors can then be forwarded to a remote base station (the sink) through a series of relay nodes. In the wireless communication context, the operation time of a battery-limited relay node depends on its traffic volume and communication range. Hence, although not bounded by the civil-engineering-like requirements, the locations of the relay nodes have to be carefully planned to achieve the maximum network lifetime. The deployment has to not only ensure connectivity between the data sources and the sink, but also accommodate the heterogeneous traffic flows from different sources and the dominating many-to-one traffic pattern. Inspired by the uniqueness of such application scenarios, in this paper, we present an in-depth study on the traffic-aware relay node deployment problem. We develop optimal solutions for the simple case of one source node, both with single and multiple traffic flows. We show however that the general form of the deployment problem is difficult, and the existing only connectivityguaranteed solutions cannot be directly applied here. We then transform our problem into a generalized version of the Euclidean Steiner Minimum Tree problem (ESMT). Nevertheless, we face further challenges as its solution is in continuous space and may yield fractional numbers of relay nodes, where simple rounding of the solution can lead to poor performance. We thus develop algorithms for discrete relay node assignment, together with local adjustments that yield high-quality practical solutions. Our solution has been evaluated through both numerical analysis and ns-2 simulations and compared with state-of-the-art approaches. The results show that for all test cases where the continuous space optimal solution can be computed within acceptable time frames, the network lifetime achieved by our solution is very close to the upper bound of the optimal solution (the difference is less than 13.5 percent). Moreover, it achieves up to 6-14 times improvement over the existing traffic-oblivious strategies.
Ç

INTRODUCTION
W IRELESS sensor networks have been widely used for ambient data collection in diverse environments. Examples include target tracking [5] on battlefield and forest fire detection [16] in a wild environment, to name but a few. In many such networks, the sensor nodes are randomly deployed in massive quantities, and each node may act both as a data collector and a traffic relay. This is also a common assumption made in many existing works on modeling and protocol optimization, and the focus thus has been put on optimizing topology control [19] , [22] , [11] , [12] and routing design [21] , [4] , [13] , [3] with the given network topologies.
In contrast to this, we notice that there is another broad range of application scenarios that require manual node deployment. One example is the TsingMa Bridge [10] in Hong Kong, which is equipped with a large number of accelerometers, thermometers, and strain sensors to monitor its working conditions. Another recent project in which we are participating is the Guangzhou New TV Tower [1] in Guangzhou, China, which is to be attached with similar sensors for real-time monitoring and analyzing. In these systems, the sensors are deployed at critical locations to fulfill civil engineering requirements. Raw data are needed and the traffic volume or data rate from each sensor is in general predetermined, e.g., the typical sampling rate of an accelerometer is 100 Hz. Given the extensive dimensions of the structures, relay nodes have to be placed to bridge the sensors and the data collection sink.
In the wireless communication scenario, the lifetime of a relay node is severely limited by its battery power, and the power consumption, in turn, closely depends on the communication distance and traffic volume. As such, although not bounded by the civil-engineering-like requirements, the locations of the relay nodes have to be carefully planned to achieve the best network performance.
Inspired by the uniqueness of these applications, in this paper, we present an in-depth study on the traffic-aware relay node deployment problem. There have been previous studies on relay node deployment for wireless networks [27] , [17] , most of which however focused on maintaining network connectivity. Given the heterogenous traffic flows and the many-to-one traffic pattern, directly applying these algorithms will only give suboptimal results. For an illustration, consider a set of sensor nodes and a data sink with given locations and traffic volumes, as shown in Fig. 1 . If only connectivity is considered, the deployment scheme in Fig. 1a maximizes the network lifetime, i.e., each of the 1 3 of the relay nodes is deployed on the sections of ðs 1 ; vÞ, ðs 2 ; vÞ, and ðv; s 0 Þ. We can see, however, given the traffic pattern, the deployment scheme that moves some relay nodes from less traffic intensive section ðs 2 ; vÞ to heavily loaded ðv; s 0 Þ will achieve better performance, as shown in Fig. 1b .
Facing the distinct traffic-aware demand, we first develop optimal solutions for the simple case of one source node, both with single and multiple traffic flows. We show that the general form of the deployment problem however is quite difficult. Indeed, even without traffic considerations, the relay node deployment problem is already NP-hard with heuristics being developed [27] . Unfortunately, our analysis shows that their approaches are far from optimized in our scenario. To this end, we show that the general problem can be transformed into a generalized euclidean Steiner Minimum Tree (ESMT) problem and develop a hybrid algorithm that successfully returns optimal results with all test cases that can be verified within acceptable time frames. Nevertheless, we face further challenges as the solution of ESMT is in the continuous domain and may yield fractional numbers of relay nodes. We show that a simple rounding of the solution may result in significant degradation of the performance. We then develop algorithms for discrete relay node assignment, together with local adjustments that yield high-quality practical solutions.
Our solutions have been evaluated using both numerical analysis and ns-2 simulations. We show that for all test cases where the continuous space optimal solution can be computed within acceptable time frames, the network lifetime achieved by our solution is very close to the upper bound of the optimal solution (the difference is less than 13.5 percent). Moreover, the performance of our scheme is 14 times better than a straightforward relay node deployment that places the relay nodes in straight line to connect each source and the sink separately. Our scheme also outperforms by six times than the state-of-the-art algorithm considering connectivity only.
The remaining part of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 presents the related work. We outline the system models and the problem description in Section 3. Section 4 proposes solutions to several case studies which can be used as building blocks for the general problem. In Section 5, we study the general problem in-depth by first developing solutions in continuous space and then focusing on discrete deployment. We evaluate our solution by both numerical results and ns-2 simulations in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes our paper and gives directions of future work.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
It is known that the energy of a sensor node is mainly consumed by the wireless communication, which is proportional to the data rate and the communication distance [6] . Since the latter is adjustable, many studies have explored this property to achieve topology control with given node deployment. In [19] , an optimization problem is formulated to minimize the maximum power used for each individual node while maintaining the network connectivity. There are many follow-up efforts in this direction [22] , [11] , [12] . Another common goal is power-aware routing [21] . Given the traffic load, an integer programming can be formulated to minimize the maximum node energy consumption [4] , where the data routes and the corresponding power levels are identified. Followup studies with different objectives or constraints can be found in [13] , [3] . They generally assumed that the network node deployment is given, which often follows a random distribution.
Relay node deployment for WSNs has been studied in various contexts [27] , [17] , [24] , [7] . The connectivity problem for relay node deployment was first formulated in [14] , and shown to be NP-hard. An approximation algorithm was then proposed based on steinerization, which assigns all relay nodes with roughly the same distance on each edge. This problem was generalized to k-connectivity in [2] , which is also named as the survivability problem for k ! 2. Later [17] further extended the problem by considering the constraint that relay nodes can only be placed at some given locations. On the other hand, there are several works [24] , [7] explicitly considering relay node placement to prolong network lifetime, e.g., [24] focused on massive random relay node deployment and [7] stressed on using energy provisioning and giving each relay node different energy budget to achieve better performance. Our work, different from aforementioned, explicitly considers the unique traffic pattern in WSNs for data collection.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider a wireless sensor network that consists of source nodes (or S-nodes in short) and relay nodes (or R-nodes in short). S-nodes sense the ambient environment and forward the data, through R-nodes, to a remote base station for further processing. The locations of S-nodes and the base station are given according to application requirements. The data rates of S-nodes are also known, but may be different for different S-node depending on the specific type of data sensed. In addition, when aggregated together, these data Fig. 1 . An example of relay node deployment: (a) connectivity-only scheme; (b) traffic-aware scheme. s 1 , s 2 are sources with data rate of 0.6 and 0.3. s 0 is the sink. Given N relay nodes, by scheme (a) which only considers connectivity, nodes relaying the traffic from v to s 0 will die much earlier than those relaying from s 1 and s 2 to v, while by strategically deploying more nodes on section ðv; s 0 Þ (from less busy section ðs 2 ; vÞ), the network lifetime is prolonged.
rates would not exceed the wireless communication capacity, i.e., there is no bottleneck in the network.
Given these application-specific conditions, the network lifetime thus closely depends on the geographical deployment of the R-nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Let S ¼ fs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s M g denote the set of locations of M S-nodes and s 0 be the location of the base station. Let the data rate from s i be i . Define traffic path p i ¼ x 0 x 1 . . . x l i as a sequence of R-nodes which participate in relaying the traffic flow from s i . Similar to [24] , [7] , we consider the problem how to deploy a given number of R-nodes so as to maximize the network lifetime, which is defined as the lifetime of the first depleted relay node. The problem thus can be formulated as follows:
Traffic-Aware Deployment Problem: Given N, the total number of R-nodes to be deployed, where N ! M, finds the geographical locations for R-nodes F ¼ ff 1 ; f 2 ; . . . ; f N g, together with their respective communication ranges R ¼ fr 1 ; r 2 ; . . . ; r N g and traffic paths for S-nodes P ¼ fp 1 ; p 2 ; . . . ; p M g, so as to minimize the energy consumption of the R-nodes. Specifically, given that all the relay nodes have the same residual energy initially, the network lifetime is critically bounded by the nodes with the highest energy costs. Thus, we are interested in minimizing the maximum energy consumption among the R-nodes, i.e., min max
Note that the summation here indicates that an R-node can undertake combined traffic flows of multiple sources if it is chosen in these paths. For ease of exposition, we summarize the notations used here and throughout the paper in Appendix A, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/ 10.1109/TPDS.2011.20. Denote R max is the maximum communication range of an R-node. The deployment should satisfy the following constraints:
1. Communication range, 8r 2 R; r R max ; 2. Forwarding path connectivity,
3. S-nodes and sink connectivity,
To simplify exposition, we associate each S-node with an Rnode at the same location (as shown in Constraint 3), which guarantees S-nodes are only involved in local short range communications with marginal costs and the network lifetime thus depends on R-nodes.
Our formulation is not restricted by specific energy models for wireless communications. For illustration purpose, the following popular energy consumption model for packet transmission [18] will be used in this paper:
which can also be normalized as
where is generally greater than 1 with typical values between 2 and 6, and c is a small constant comparing with r . The energy consumption for packet receiving is given by
Finally, it is worth noting that our network model can be easily extended to a hierarchial structure where each S-node represents a cluster of geographically close sources [7] , [20] , [23] . Our analysis and optimization below will still apply as long as the many-to-one pattern holds and the inter-cluster communications dominate the energy consumption, which is the case for most applications.
TRAFFIC-AWARE R-NODE DEPLOYMENT: THE SINGLE SOURCE CASE
In this section, we study the relay deployment problem of two basic cases with single source and derive optimal solutions. These results will serve as building blocks for solving the general problem in the next section.
The Single Source Single Traffic Flow Case
We begin with the basic case of single source single traffic flow. An illustration is shown in Fig. 2 , where L is the distance between the S-node s 1 (with traffic rate 1 ) and the sink s 0 . We need to deploy N R-nodes between them. Obviously, N should satisfy L N R max for a feasible solution. Let the distance between the ith R-node and its next R-node/sink be r i , i ¼ 1; . . . ; N, the energy cost for the ith R-node is 
The Single Source Multi Traffic Flow Case
Next, we consider the case where multiple traffic flows arrive at one location and need to be relayed to another. Given N Rnodes and K traffic flows, we need to decide whether to merge these flows or to relay them separately by assigning n i R-nodes to the ith flow, as long as
We first consider the case of two flows, which is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
If the traffic flows are relayed separately, according to Theorem 1, the energy consumption of one R-node for the ith traffic flow is IE single ðL; n i ; i Þ, for i ¼ 1; 2. Similar to the idea used in the previous section, it is easy to see that the Rnodes should be assigned such that
Typically, we have ð
We then have the energy consumption of an R-node as
On the other hand, if the traffic flows are merged, the energy consumption of one R-node becomes
Clearly, we have
which shows that merging these two flows leads to the minimum energy cost on an R-node. This result can be easily generalized as follows:
Theorem 2. The optimal solution to single source multi traffic flow is to merge all flows into one and apply the optimal scheme of single source with single traffic flow. 
TRAFFIC-AWARE R-NODE DEPLOYMENT: THE GENERAL CASE
We now address the general form of the deployment problem, i.e., the multi source multi traffic flow case.
Theoretical Solution in Continuous Space
We first translate it into a graph equivalence. Define directed graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ, where
Here, vertices v j , j ! M þ 1, are called merge vertices whose function will be explained later. Let e 1 ; e 2 ; . . . denote the edges that connect the vertices in V , where traffic flows can only pass an edge along its direction. The choice of v j ; j ! M þ 1 and e i is to be determined later. Let e i be the sum of average data rates of the traffic flows passing through edge e i . Let L ei be the length of the edge e i , n ei be the number of the R-nodes assigned on edge e i , and IE e i be the maximum energy consumption of an R-node on edge e i .
As an example, Fig. 4 shows a simple case of two sources s 1 and s 2 with the base station s 0 . By definition, we have v 0 ¼ s 0 , v 1 ¼ s 1 , and v 2 ¼ s 2 . Apparently, one deployment strategy is to place the R-nodes along e 1 and e 2 , and the traffic flows can then be relayed to s 0 along these two edges separately. Alternatively, we can also find a merge vertex v 3 and deploy R-nodes along e . Surely there can be other relay node deployment schemes with merge vertices being placed at different locations or using different graph topologies, but the network lifetime of each scheme is always bounded by the edge containing the R-node with the maximum energy cost. Note that each edge is directed from a start point to an end point, which is exactly the cases we have discussed in last section. Thus, depending on whether one or multiple flows are relayed by an edge, we can apply Theorems 1 or 2 and have IE
To achieve min max e i 2E IE e i , we need
Given that P e i 2E n i ¼ N, the remaining task thus becomes finding the appropriate graph topology that achieves min
Once found, the edge directions and data rates can be easily determined. 2 The R-node number on each edge can be computed by (1) and the deployment then follows Theorem 1. We thus have the following observation:
Observation 1. The optimal solution to the general problem of multi source multi traffic flow is equivalent to minimizing the total weighted length of the edges that connect all the sources and the sink (allowing a set of merge vertices), where the weight on an edge e i is ffiffiffiffiffiffi ei p .
The above problem is a generalized version of the Euclidean Steiner Minimum Tree problem, 3 which is NPhard [26] . A heuristic is proposed in [25] , which first constructs a graph topology by adding non-merge vertices one by one and then use a backtrack algorithm to optimize each size-5 component on the constructed graph topology. In the construction, non-merge vertices can be added by two ordering schemes: 1) Min-Min, where each added vertex minimizes the increased total weighted edge length (similar to the minimum spanning tree construction, but complicated due to creating a merge vertex at each step), and 2) Max-Min, where each added vertex maximizes the minimum of the increased total weighted edge length. For each of the orderings, an algorithm has been designed [25] . Unfortunately, no bounds were found for these two algorithms, and when M increases over 10, either one may return suboptimal results.
Interestingly enough, our analysis shows that the suboptimal results by different orderings are often stuck at different local optimums even though they are designed to avoid being stuck too early before the size-5 component optimization stage. This motivates us to implement a hybrid algorithm that uses both orderings complementarily to bypass local optimums. Specifically, we start by adding nonmerge vertices in one ordering, then switch to the other after k vertices has been added, where k is enumerated from 1 to M À 1. Appendix C, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety. org/10.1109/TPDS.2011.20, shows the details of the hybrid algorithm. During our performance evaluation, we find that this hybrid algorithm successfully returns optimal results on all those test cases (M 15) that can be verified within acceptable time frames.
Practical Solution on Discrete Node Deployment
So far, we have a solution for finding the graph topology, i.e., the location of the merge vertices, which minimizes the maximum energy cost on an R-node. However, directly solving (1) may yield a fractional number of R-nodes being assigned to an edge. Our experience shows that a naive rounding to the closest integers can suffer from up to 40 percent performance degradation. To build a practical solution, in this section, we develop algorithms for optimal discrete R-node assignment and merge vertices adjustments.
Optimal Discrete R-Node Assignment
We develop a greedy algorithm (see Fig. 5 ) for the discrete R-node assignment problem, which assigns each edge an integer number of R-nodes. It starts from the assignment with one R-node on each edge (line 1), which by Theorem 1, should be placed at the start point of each edge. Then, we add other R-nodes one by one to the edge with the maximum energy consumption (lines 3-4). This algorithm is optimal, as shown by the following: Theorem 3. Given the graph topology and any feasible R-node number, the RnodeAssignment() algorithm generates the optimal R-node assignment to the edges of the given graph topology such that the maximum energy costs among the edges are minimized.
Proof. A detailed proof can be found in Appendix B, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS. 2011.20. t u
Merge Vertex Adjustment
Next, we adjust the merge vertices to further balance the energy consumption among different edges. For example, if there is an edge that is short enough; then even deploying one R-node can lead to waste, i.e., when the network gets depleted, the residual energy of this R-node is still high. To this end, we develop two algorithms to balance the energy consumption on different edge and avoid such situations. We omit their details here due to space limitation. A full description of these two algorithms can be found in Appendix D, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/ 10.1109/TPDS.2011.20.
In next section, we will show that our solution, which considers both theoretical optimality and practical issues, has achieved excellent performance with good efficiency and balanced energy consumption. 2. A detailed discussion on deriving the optimal edge directions and data rates of a given graph toplogy can be found in [25] .
3. Note that although the edge weights are determined by the interconnection of the graph topology, the graph topology and the edge lengths are, in turn, determined by the locations of the merge points, which may be chosen from anywhere within the sensing field. In particular, our problem is exactly like the euclidean Steiner tree problem, where the locations of the Steiner points have to be first chosen from the continuous plane, and then, the edge weights (i.e., the length of the edge in the case of the euclidean Steiner tree problem) can be determined. It is different from the Steiner tree problem, where all possible discrete locations of Steiner points have been given and the problem is to determine the interconnection network/tree topology that may use some of these given discrete locations. We evaluate our solution by both numerical analysis and ns-2 simulations. In this section, we present the numerical analysis and leave the ns-2 simulations in Appendix F, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/ TPDS.2011.20. We adopt similar configurations from [9] , [27] , [17] in our evaluation. Specifically, we deploy 5-25 Snodes by uniform distribution in a field of 5;000 m Â 5;000 m with the sink positioned at the center. The normalized data rate of each S-node is randomly picked from ð0; 1. For each number of S-nodes, 10 topologies are generated. Each point in the figures thus represents the average with an error bar showing the standard deviation.
For comparison, we implemented three other approaches, namely, Direct-Connection, Connectivity-Only, and Half-Traffic-Aware. Direct-Connection connects each Snode with the sink by a dedicated data path (an edge) where R-nodes are deployed by our algorithm in Section 5.2. It is the most straightforward approach and serves as a baseline. Connectivity-Only is chosen from a series of stateof-the-art schemes proposed in [15] , [27] , which optimize the system performance by considering connectivity only. For better performance, we use the one-connectivity version (i.e., there is at least one data path from each S-node to the sink) and further enhance it with a better approximation for euclidean Steiner minimum tree [25] (instead of minimum spanning tree) to construct the graph topology. The HalfTraffic-Aware approach uses the same graph topology as Connectivity-Only but assigns R-nodes by our algorithm proposed in Section 5.2. It is used as a reference to help understand the impacts of the graph topology (by comparing with our solution) as well as the discrete R-node assignment algorithm (by comparing with ConnectivityOnly). Fig. 6 illustrates how the three approaches and our solution deploy R-nodes by a test case of 15 S-nodes in our evaluation. Our solution is labeled by Full-Traffic-Aware.
Three metrics are used for evaluation. The first one is the network lifetime, defined as the lifetime of the first depleted R-node. In practice, this usually requests to dispatch a technician to replace the battery of this R-node. As sending a technician is costly, it is usually preferred that all the batteries are replaced. Thus, the first depleted node can serve as a good indicator for the end of the network lifetime. The second metric is the residual energy, defined as the residual energy of all R-nodes at the end of the network lifetime. Since all batteries are expected to be replaced at the same time, lower residual energy indicates less energy wastes on the removed batteries. The third metric is the energy efficiency, defined as the amount of traffic relayed to the sink by per unit energy cost. We consider this metric on purpose as we want to evaluate whether our solution extends the network lifetime at the expense of energy inefficiencies, as the phenomenon discussed in [18] .
We set ¼ 4 [18] and R max ¼ 500 m. The initial energy for each node is set to IE ¼ T min Á 10 8 , where T min is the minimum network lifetime requested by the application and is set to 1,000. The formulas used for our numerical analysis can be found in Appendix E, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi. ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.2011.20. In the following sections, we investigate the impacts of different number of R-nodes and S-nodes, respectively.
Impact of R-Node Number Selection
We first set the number of S-node to 25 and compute the numerical results to analyze how the performance of different solutions changes with the number of R-nodes. Given that the field is 5;000 m Â 5;000 m with R max ¼ 500 m, for the Direct-Connection scheme, the average of the minimum integer number of R-nodes required to work properly (i.e., at least the basic connectivity is guaranteed) is 100 with the upper bound of the minimum integer number as high as 200 (i.e., averagely around four R-nodes and maximally eight R-nodes for one S-node). As will be discussed later that Direct-Connection always needs a higher minimum number of R-nodes than other schemes, the numerical analysis is thus set to start from 200 R-nodes, with the range from 200 to 500. Fig. 7 shows the results of the network lifetime with different number of R-nodes. Interestingly enough, when the number of R-nodes is equal to or greater than 250, the trends of all solutions keep quite steady and are not very sensitive to the changes of the R-node number (note that the results are normalized by the Direct-Connection scheme, which flattens the slope of each solution). On the other hand, when the number of R-nodes is less than 250, the performance of Full-Traffic-Aware and Half-Traffic-Aware seems to drop a little. To investigate how these two schemes perform when the number of R-nodes is more comparable to the number of S-nodes, we temporarily relax the communication range constraint for Direct-Connection and further conduct numerical analysis with the number of R-nodes ranged from 80 to 200. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . It can be seen that there are some small fluctuations in the figure. This is because as the number of R-nodes decreases, the marginal effects of the random topology variations and that only an integer number of R-nodes can be used on each edge of a graph topology may become more observable. Even though, the trends of Full-Traffic-Aware and Half-Traffic-Aware are still relatively stable with the performance only slightly decreased. Also, in Figs. 7 and 8, while Half-Traffic-Aware performs roughly up to 11 times of Direct-Connection and five times of Connectivity-Only, Full-Traffic-Aware further raises the gain up to 15 times and 7 times, respectively, which is 40 percent higher than Half-Traffic-Aware. This demonstrates the importance of considering the traffic patterns during both graph topology selection (finding merge vertices) and node deployment stages (discrete Rnode assignment and merge vertex adjustments). Fig. 9 shows the results of the total residual energy with different number of R-nodes (note that the value is the lower the better). It is not surprising that the DirectConnection, Half-Traffic-Aware, and our Full-TrafficAware solution have much less total residual energy than Connectivity-Only since the energy consumption of the former three schemes is more balanced by assigning more R-nodes to the edges with higher traffic volumes. This also explains that the residual energy of Connectivity-Only increases much faster than the other three solutions. In addition, as Half-Traffic-Aware uses traffic-blind graph topologies as Connectivity-Only, it runs the second higher. This also matches the residual energy distributions illustrated in Fig. 6 , where Direct-Connection and our solution have more balanced distributions than Half-Traffic-Aware. Fig. 10 shows the energy efficiencies of different deployment strategies with different number of R-nodes. It follows a similar trend to the network lifetime with one exception that Connectivity-Only has much better energy efficiency than Direct-Connection. This is because for the Connectivity-Only, most of R-nodes have not yet spent much energy when the first R-node dies. Nevertheless, our Full-Traffic-Aware solution delivers about 15 times of the traffic than Direct-Connection with the same mount of energy consumed, which shows that the extension of the network lifetime by our solution is not at the expense of energy inefficiencies.
It is worth noting that while selecting different R-node number has only marginal impacts on the performance comparison, there does exist a minimum requirement on Rnode number to guarantee the WSN system working well. The required minimum R-node number varies with the given S-node number, their locations and data rates, and the used deployment strategy. During our numerical analysis, we find that the Direct-Connection scheme always needs a higher minimum R-node number than the other three schemes. We thus derive an upper bound on the minimum R-node number required by Direct-Connection for a given S-node number and their locations and data rates (see Appendix E, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/ 10.1109/TPDS.2011.20). We compute this bound for each test case and use the results as the default R-node number in the remaining of this section.
Scalability with S-Node Number
We next investigate how our solution performs with different number of S-nodes. We also compute the results of the theoretical solution by (1) proposed in Section 5.1, which serve as a bound to evaluate our practical solution on discrete R-node deployment. It is also worth noting that for all test cases (M 15) that can be verified within acceptable time frames, our hybrid algorithm successfully returns optimal graph topologies. In these cases, the theoretical solution actually serves as the upper bound of the optimal solution. Fig. 11 shows the results of the network lifetime with different number of S-nodes. It is clear to see that our FullTraffic-Aware scheme is very close to the theoretical solution with the difference less than 13.5 percent, and it performs much better than the other solutions. As the number of S-nodes increases, the lifetime of both Half-and Full-Traffic-Aware increase faster and is much higher than that of Direct-Connection and Connectivity-Only. One interesting observation is that the lifetime of ConnectivityOnly first rises and then drops slightly. A close investigation reveals the reason behind is that the energy hole phenomenon [18] becomes more significant when the number of S-nodes increases. Fig. 6 shows the residual energy distributions of four deployment strategies on a test case of 15 S-nodes used in our evaluation. The energy hole problem can be clearly seen in Fig. 6b , where R-nodes close to the sink are depleted while most of other R-nodes still have more than 75 percent of the energy. As the number of S-nodes increases, more traffic will accumulate close to the sink. This dramatically reduces the lifetime if the deployment is not aware of such traffic accumulations, e.g., the Connectivity-Only scheme. On the other hand, the other two schemes and our solution successfully avoid this problem by using algorithms that result in deploying more R-nodes close to the sink, as illustrated in Figs. 6a, 6c, and 6d. In addition, there are still several edges with the residual energy more than 50 percent of the initial energy in Fig. 6c . This is because Half-Traffic-Aware uses the same graph topology as Connectivity-Only, which is computed without traffic-awareness. Fig. 12 shows the results of the total residual energy with different number of S-nodes. As the number of S-nodes increases, all the five schemes follow a similar trend and are not very sensitive to the S-node number. As expected, the theoretical solution has the lowest residual energy, which is followed by Direct-Connection and our Full-Traffic-Aware solution. Half-Traffic-Aware runs the forth due to its trafficblind graph topology selection and Connectivity-Only performs even worse due to lacking of traffic-awareness in both graph topology selection and node deployment stages. Fig. 13 shows the energy efficiencies of different deployment strategies with different number of S-nodes. As in the analysis on the impact of different R-node number, the energy efficiency also follows a similar trend to the network lifetime with the exception that Connectivity-Only has much better energy efficiency than Direct-Connection. Besides, our Full-Traffic-Aware solution performs almost the same as the theoretical solution.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented an in-depth study on the trafficaware relay node deployment problem. We developed optimal solutions for the case of one source node, both with single and multiple traffic flows. We showed however that the general problem is difficult, and existing connectivityguaranteed-only solutions cannot be directly applied here. We then transformed our problem into a generalized version of the ESMT problem and proposed a hybrid algorithm. To further improve the performance, we also developed algorithms for discrete relay node assignment and further adjustments. We evaluated our solution by both numerical results and ns-2 simulations and observed that for all test cases where the continuous space optimal solution can be computed within acceptable time frames, our solution is very close to the upper bound of the optimal solution. Moreover, our solution has an up to 14 and 6 times of improvement of the network lifetime than the Direct-Connection scheme and a state-of-the-art Connectivity-Only algorithm, respectively.
Next, we would like to conduct some real experiments to evaluate our traffic-aware strategy. We also plan to consider more practical issues, especially deployment in 3D space like a building, and deployment where R-nodes can only be placed within some feasible areas. We are also interested in investigating solutions of exploiting multiple base stations when the total traffic amount exceeds the capacity of one base station. Yet, another direction is to consider survivability within our design to support fault-tolerance. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
